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Abstract: The approach of planning or taking care of big 
events manually or on paper creates nuisance for the workers 
of any company as it is bit difficult to maintain or make record 
of each tiny detail of the events. This approach was not reliable, 
inconvenient, and difficult for the coordinator to log input in a 
manual form. This manual method is overtaken by the 
application approach. With the help of this application a team 
can coordinate and communicate to make any changes in the 
planning of the events, also group of people can also see the 
changes simultaneously from any location. It is user friendly 
and saves time of both organizer and visitors. If we will talk 
from the prospective of organizer they can update and make 
the changes in the events with the single request. Attendee can 
create request according to their need and it will directly be 
forwarded to the organizer. And yes of course, this approach 
secures organizer data as well as attendee data. Less manpower 
is required and can be only accessed by authorized personnel 
or the individual which is allowed to do so. 

Keywords: Attendee Can Create Request According to Their 
Need and It Will Directly Be Forwarded to The Organizer 

I. INTRODUCTION 

All through mankind’s set of experiences, Project 
Management has forever been rehearsed casually [1]. Event 
Go  is  the  software  of   Project   Management   to   the 
advent and development of big-scale occasions consisting 
of gala’s, meetings, ceremonies, weddings, formal events, 

concert events, or conventions. It includes reading the logo, 
identifying its target market, devising the occasion concept, 
and   coordinating   the   technical   components earlier 
certainly launching the event. The technique of planning 
and coordinating the occasion is commonly known as event 
making plans and that could encompass budgeting, 
scheduling, website choice, acquiring necessary lets in, 
coordinating transportation and parking, arranging for 
speakers, entertainers, arranging decor, occasion safety, 
catering, coordinating with different party vendors, and 
emergency plans. Every event is special so the method of 
making plans and execution of each event differs on the 
foundation of sort of the occasion[1]. These applications 
play a crucial component in one’s existence, humans in each 

day existence pick applications for their convenience.  
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“Event Go” is a cell utility used for event Planner to create 
events and percentage it with the human beings around the 
world. Within the old times, we need to manipulate the 
whole thing manually from occasion info to consumer 
information and now and then it’s very difficult to filter out 

the facts of the occasion and occasionally it’s now not 

accurate as nicely.  
So, to conquer this, we have broadened a technique to create 
software that is simple to use. This software will encompass 
the 2 modules: Organizer and Attendee. Firstly, Organizers 
arrange all the activities, which can be held in one-of-a-kind 
towns or locations. The organizer will send notifications to 
attendees that this occasion is added. If the attendee desires 
to arrange the activities, they will have to take permission 
from the organizer. 
 If the permission is granted or approved by the organizer, 
then the event is brought through the organizer in any other 
case discarded. The organizer will percentage all the right 
places of events on the map so that they can be smooth for 
all attendees. The organizer will control all the facts of 
attendees who will attend the occasions. Secondly, 
Attendees can also first sign up for the occasions then log in 
to precise activities wherein they need to go as in keeping 
with the list of some of the occasions is provided through 
the organizer. Attendees may also have the provision to add 
the occasion but if its miles accepted by the organizer 
simplest it is  delivered  if the organizer unearths it difficult 
due to some conditions the occasion can be discarded. 
Attendees get the notification about the activities 
immediately with the right place and timing. 

II. AIM OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT 

An Event Planner’s role can consist of an aggregate of 
duties including price range advent and control, timeline 
improvement, venue choice, booking, occasion setup, onsite 
con- trol, volunteer, coordination, contingency planning, 
event wrap up and put up-event reporting and many more 
like this.  
Meet with customers to recognize the reason for the assem- 
bly or event. Plan the scope of the occasion, inclusive of 
time, region, application, and price. check out places to 
make certain they meet the patron’s requirements. 

Coordinate event services along with fetching places, 
sending notifications.  
con- fer with on-website personnel to coordinate details. 
Reveal occasion activities to make sure the purchaser and 
event attendees are happy to evaluate occasion payments 
and approve fees. 
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III. EXISTING WORK 

The Existing system had been limited by either the  place   
or employing the gadget in which all facts were saved in 
registers and tracking of bills and refunds in case of 
canceled booking changed into hard and at times 
impossible. All processing changed into executed manually. 
All those  registers must be stored for maintaining the 
records. For a majority of these, a variety of time become 
consumed and some of the people had been involved, 
exclusive people hold distinctive facts and plenty of places 
have been required to keep files. The manner of making 
plans and coordinating the event usually takes a long term 
that could includebudgeting, scheduling, web page 
selection, acquiring essential permits coordinating 
transportation and parking, occasion safety and emergency 
plans in sort of event. Every event is distinct so the system 
of making plans and executing of every event differs on the 
idea so, to cast off that hassle faced by utilizing the 
common man, we decided to construct an app solution for 
this. This app offers answers for each of these troubles. 

A. Analysis of Existing System 

The coordinator enters the records into the database i.e., in 
registers and documents (i.e., manually), there’s no present 

soft- ware program for making those entries right into a 
database. Time-Consuming - A machine is a guide gadget. 
Loads of time is eaten up for on-the-spot registrations and 
for producing media lists. 
Complicated - When a big quantity of entries is applied into 
the database, retaining the statistics of that database is a 
com- plex mission, records are scattered over papers on 
exceptional registers, due to which it’s miles very difficult 
to get entry to data at one time and one phase. 
Redundancy - As records are maintained in distinctive doc- 
uments and registers, there is the opportunity that duplicates 
data is saved or from time to time no access is positioned 
therefore wastage of storage area. 
Management - Managing these entries manually is a very 
hard assignment to do. 
No Report generation - Inside the current device, there is no 
computerized record-era facility. 
Modification - As information is written on papers, the 
updating or any form of correction requires rewriting of 
information. There’s no system for retaining a replica file 

gadget because of above motives, the alternate inside the 
present gadget is required for the alternate we need to carry 
out the feasibility study. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

This cellular software affords the facility to search for an 
area as in step with guest requirements and go to the close-
by event that ought to be occurring through the location 
provided through the organizer. This app is compatible with 
iPhone users. To get admission to this user ought to create 
an account in this app and must log in with that credentials. 
The capabilities are Login attendant with credentials and 
Signup new participant. Search for an event on the map with 
provided current location via notifications, the exact date of 
event, current URL for an event so the attendee may easily 
access the location including the duration of the event (in 

hours or days) also send the notification instantly. 

V. DESIGN OBJECTIVES 

The number one goal of the layout is to deliver the 
requirements as specified in the feasibility file. Those are 
some of the goals, which we stored in our thoughts. 
Practicality - The gadget is solid and can be operated 
utilizing of human beings with average intelligence. 
Efficiency - We tried to involve accuracy, timeliness and 
com- prehensive of the device output. 
Cost - Its  miles  suited  to  the  purpose  for  the  gadget  
with a minimum value difficulty to the condition that it 
ought to satisfy the complete requirement. 
Flexibility - We’ve got tried that the gadget must be modifi- 
able depending on the changing needs of the person. Such 
modifications must entail sizable reconstructing or exercise 
of software. It needs to also be portable to special laptop 
structures. 
Security - That is a vital factor that we observed in this 
designing segment and attempted to cover the regions of 
hardware reliability, fallback strategies and bodily security 
of facts. 

VI. ENTITY-RELATIONSHIP 

Entity-Relationship diagrams are a way to represent the 
shape and format of a database. An ERD is a version that 
identifies the standards or entities that exist in a machine[9] 
and the relationships between the  Attendees and  Organizer.  
A folk can access the event which is prepared with the  aid  
of the organizer and the attendee will have all the statistics 
associated with that such event inclusive of a kind, timing, 
date, and period. 

 

Fig. 1. ER Diagram of Event Go 

A. Dataflow 

An information float diagram (DFD) is a graphical 
representation of the ”glide” of information through a data 
gadget. DFDs can also be used for the visualization of data 
processing(based layout). On a DFD, statistics gadgets waft 
from an outside information source or internal statistics 
keep to an inner statistics store or an outside statistics 
sink,via an internal method[10]. 
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Fig. 2. DataFlow diagram 
 

DFD of occasion making plans indicates how the device 
is divided into subentity, each of which deals with one or 
extraof the statistics flows to or from an outside agent. It 
additionally gives the inner statistics stored of activities, 
locations, and users. DFD manner event data, venue 
statistics, and person records after that approve activities 
or decline occasions. 

VII. MODEL USED 

Within the project,the Iterative Waterfall version is 
observed because we can exchange our occasions from one 
to the other. If our temper swings,we can also make 
modifications to our venue[2]. A waterfall approach can 
offer more  predictable quit outcomes for finances, 
timeline, and scope. 

 
ITERATIVE WATERFALL MODEL: This model 

contains 6 phases [2]: 
 

Feasibility study - The feasibility has a look at the 
activity that involves the evaluation of the problem and a 
series of the relevant records referring to the product. The 
most important purpose of the feasibility study is to 
determine whether it might be financially and technically 
viable to expand the product. Requirement analysis and 
specification - This segment intends to understand the 
exact requirements of the client and torecord them well. 

Design - The goal of this section is to convert the 
requirement specification into a shape that is appropriate 
for implementation in a few programming languages. 

Implementation and unit testing - At some stages in this 
segment, the design is applied. Small modules are 
examined  in isolation from the rest of the software 
program product. 

Integration and system testing - In this,all the modules 
are included after which checked collectively. 

Operation and maintenance - The release of the software 
program inaugurates the operation and life cycle section  
of  the operation. The phases usually occur in this order. 
Revise and beautify the Prototype note down the remarks 
and the assessment remarks and mentioned and make 
plans and adjustments in the gadget layout. The 

adjustments can be well- known in the future and once 
more integrated within the new Prototype advanced and 
the cycle may be repeated until the developer and the 
patron’s expectancies are met. 

A. Sign Up 

Users can create a new account by way of following the 
e- mail, username, and password. The Person also can 
relax the password by way of going to forgot password 
display. 

B. Adding Event 

Organizers can add the occasion by going to in “Create 

New event” menu. Organizers have the access to feature 
photographs of the occasion and other information. The 
orga- nizer can upload the name of the event,location,and 
timings. Organizers can also upload donation links if that 
event is for charity or a noble motive. Organizers can pick 
out the region from google locations. With the assist of 
Google locations,we can get the exact place of the 
occasion to assist the attendee   to attain the vacation spot 
without any trouble. Organizers can percentage the event 
details on social systems with the default share alternative 
on the device. By sharing info with others enables them to 
advantage more attendees. 

C. Event List 

Attendees can test all the event lists. All the basic 
occasion details may be seen in the listing and all whole 
details  may   be seen on the info screen. Users can mark 
the occasion as per choice which can be checked later. 
This could assist to advantage extra person interplay. 

VIII. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

Software Requirement 
Operating system:- Ios 8.0 or 
above Medium to install:- 
Appstore and Diawai 

Hardware 
Requirement 
Mobile 
Phone:- 
iPhone 
Internal 
Memory:- 
2GB 
Technology Used 
Model:- Iterative Waterfall model 

IDE:- Xcode 
Language:- 
Swift 
Database:- 
MySQl 

IX. SELF ANALYSIS OF PROJECT 
VIABILITIES 

This document is intended for builders, task managers, 
marketing staff, users, testers and documentation writers.  
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The relaxation of this SRS consists of universal description, 
external interface necessities, machine functions. Non- 
purposeful necessities and other requirements. 
Recommended series for reading the document begins with 
the overview sections and proceed through the sections 
which can be most pertinent to every reader’s kind. 

Some Analysis Techniques 
• Background Reading (manual read) 
• Questionnaire 
• On-site Observation 

X. IMPLEMENTATION  

In this level within the assignment where in the theoretical 
layout is was the operating machine and is giving self-
assurance to the brand new gadget for the users i.e. will 
work correctly and successfully [4]. It entails careful 
planning, investigation of the present-day system and its 
constraints on implementation, the layout of technique to 
gain the changeover, an assessment of change over 
techniques. A component from planning major challenge of 
getting ready for the implementation is the education of 
customers. The more complicated gadget is implemented, 
the greater concern can be the system evaluation and layout 
attempt required only for implementation. 

 

Fig. 3. Create New Event Page 
Methodology and Planning of project Within the venture, 
the Iterative Waterfall version[2] is accompanied due to the 
fact we can  exchange  our  event  from one to any other. If 
our mood swings,  we  can  also  make adjustments in our 
venue. A waterfall method can offer  a more predictable 
cease result for finances, timeline, and scope. 

XI. CONCLUSION 

To conclude, the trouble confronted by occasion planners 
changed into to preserve their information in the shape of 
paper or registers. It consumed lots of time and masses  of  
area required to save  documents  that  have  been  very  

hard to control. So, to eliminate that trouble confronted 
using the common man, we determined to construct an app 
answer for this. This app affords solutions for each of those 
issues. Online event planning can be beneficial to perform 
paperless paintings and manipulate all searching, booking, 
and procuring events organized. This affords smooth, 
correct, unambiguous, and faster information gets right of 
entry to. Lesser getting to know curve regular user interface, 
custom-designed for the group of users, statistical data in 
diverse graphical and tabular bureaucracy. 
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